

When Protection is All That Matters

Spectra provides safety, protection and peace of mind. Its dependability and flexibility allows you to
adapt your system to your needs. Its user-friendliness and incredible functionality makes it the best
security system in its class.
Style & Simplicity Combined

Spectra is as functional as it is attractive. It simplifies security
so that you never have to struggle with your system. Onetouch access keys and easy-to-read displays make all of
Spectras advanced keypads very user-friendly. Whether you
require an LCD keypad or one of three LED models, Spectra
has the right keypad for your home or office. Their stylish
designs will enhance any decor.

Remote Activation

Too many codes to remember? Using the convenient
remote activation system, at one
touch of a button you can
perform actions such as
arming, disarming, activating
lights and garage doors,
communicating panic alarms
and much more.

Smoke Alarm Supervision

LED Keypad (1689)

LED Keypad (1686H)

Two Systems for the Price of One

One Spectra panel can provide protection for two
independent areas at one location. Take, for example, a
home office or basement apartment. Why pay for two alarm
systems when one Spectra security system will do the job?

Instant Zone Status

With only one quick glance at the
Spectra keypad, determining the
status of your protected areas, or
zones is made easy. For example,
if zone 5 is open, the [5] button
lights up. Spectra keypads
provide instant, easy-to-read
zone status for your convenience.

Designed To Meet Your Needs
Our intelligent Bus Technology allows you
to expand your security system very
easily. You may want to add digital motion
detectors, wireless technology, or a voiceassisted arm/disarm module to suit your
specific demands. Spectra is designed to
meet all your security needs as they grow.

SPECTRA Control Panel Models:
1725EX
1725

Panic Signal Monitoring

1728EX
1728

Simply press two buttons to send
one of three panic signals to a
monitoring station. This assures
assistance in case of fire, medical
or other emergency.

1738EX
1738

Available at:

LED Keypad (1686V)
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6 zones*, expandable to 14
10 zones*, expandable to 14
7 zones*, expandable to 15
12 zones*, expandable to 16
9 zones*, expandable to 16
16 zones*

*Including 2 keypad zones
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LCD Keypad (1641)

Spectra can be programmed to call the fire
department automatically when it
identifies signals from smoke detectors
connected directly to your security system.
This direct connection means no more
batteries to worry about and 24hr
supervision even when your system is not
armed. Spectra is on duty even when
youre far from home!

